
MASTER THESIS PRESENTATION TIPS FOR PUBLIC SPEAKING

The tips below will help you in the final few weeks before the exam, but In other countries, it's common to have public
examinations with a If you have to give a presentation, check any time restrictions so you can prepare accordingly.
Generally speaking, once your thesis is submitted, there isn't much.

Giving talks at group meetings and conferences is a common task in academia. The best thing is to create
specific times in your schedule for your talk preparation and stick to them. What have you observed the PhD
candidates do? People might come up to you in person and have extra questions. Take a water bottle with you,
just in case. Guess what? There can be a wide variety of dissertation defense questions that students need to be
prepared for if they're going to answer intelligently. Your audience will appreciate a basic description. Finally,
enjoy. A few tips around practice that are backed in memory science: 1 Repetition is key â€” go through your
presentation a few times in a row if you can; 2 Try to make your practice environment as similar as possible to
your actual defense â€” stand, say it out loud, present in front of a friend, maybe even put on your defense
outfit! Use the 3-second method, e. Just print the slides as handouts and save your audience from hearing you
recite them. Do whatever works for you to deliver a calm, well-paced presentation with a clear and
well-supported argument. Unlike an essay, a thesis needs to assert something. Your presentation might: Tell
the audience about your topic. Address the limitations of the scope of your work, and contextualize your
argument within the broader discipline and current literature. Differences Between Thesis and Dissertation
One of the significant differences of the two is to whom the paper is assigned. It often helps to ease my tension
and makes me realize that the audience consists of normal people and not of monsters waiting for my
mistakes. Though thesis defenses can on occasion be intense, thesis defenders should keep in mind that in the
academic community, critical discussion and even criticism are part of the learning process. People can
remember facts best in 3s so 3 bullet points per slide are the sweet spot. If the chair of the session is strict with
the time allotted to each talk you might find yourself out of time before you presented your most interesting
findings. Practicing the oral exam is a little trickier because it largely requires that you ask your peers to assist
you with Thinking On Your Feet see my previous post TOYFing the PhD Candidacy Exam for tips on
preparing and practicing for an oral exam. But overall, you need to go into this defense thinking that your
presentation will be successful, otherwise you are already setting yourself up for failure with the wrong
mindset. This type of folder is very useful to find inspiration and you could use slides as templates or re-use
them completely.


